
No previous government, hokever,* has extended the
application of Canadian civil and criminal law to offshore
areas, in the Arctic and elsewhere . This aovernment will,do
so . To this end, we shall give priority to the early
adoption of a Canadian Laws Offshore AFplicaticn Act .

The exercise of functional jurisdiction in Arctic
waters is essential to Canadian interests . But it can never
serve as a substitute for the exercise of Canac'a's full
sovereignty over the waters of the Arctic archipelavo . Only
full sovereignty protects the full range of Canada's
interests . This full sovereignty is vital to Canada's
security . It is vital to Canada's Inuit people . And it is
vital even to Canada' s nationhooc' .

The policy of this c-overnnent is to exercise
Canada' s full sovereignty in and over the waters of the
Arctic archipelago . We will accept no substitutes .

The policy of this coverr.ment is also to er.coura c_ e
the develoFr.,ent of naviaatien ir. Canada's Arctic waters .
oir coal is to ma'r.e the Forthwest Passaae a reality for
Canadian and foreign shipping, as a Canadian waterwa v_ .
:âvigation, however, will be subject to the controls and
other measures required for Canada' s security, for the
preservation of the environment, and for the welfare of the
Inuit and other inharitants of the Canadian Arctic .

In due course, the c_overnment will announce the
further steps it is taking to implement these policies, and
especially to provide r-ore extensive marine support
services, to strengthen req ulatory structures, and to
reinforce the necessary means of control . I an announcing
today that the aovern.nent has decided to construct a Polar
Class 8 icebreaker . The Ninisters of :*ational Defence and
Transport will shortly bring to Cabinet recor.r.~en0ations with
recard to design and construction plans . The costs are very
high, in the order of half a billion dollars . But this ~
government is not about to conclude that Canada cannot
afford the Arctic . Veanwhile, we are taking ir*r.ediate steps
to increase surveillance overflights of our Arctic waters by
Canadian Forces aircraft . In addition, we are now nakina
plans for naval activity in eastern Arctic waters in 1986 .
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